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Readers who want to learn to paint trees and woodlands but can not rely on their drawing skills

have everything they need in this book.
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I have ordered many watercolor books from , but this one is near the top! The instructions are

precise, helpful and thorough. The color is good and the many photos make it simple to follow. I will

look for more publications from this author!

Loved the artists looser style which incorporates just enough details, too. Easy to follow lessons for

beginners or those intermediates(like me) who just have not picked up a brush in a very long time! I

needed something to become re-acquainted with the medium. Book comes with ready to use

drawings to jump start you, so you get to the fun part (the actual watercolor painting) faster, too.

Very glad I purchased this book.

I have about four of these "Ready to Paint" books and they are all great. Beautiful drawings,

beautiful color photos, step by step instructions with photos of each step.The only problem I have

with them, that I think most newbie or hobby painters might also have, is that the drawings are huge!

It's quite daunting to paint something so large when you're learning about watercolor.I found a great

solution, though. I removed the line drawings and took them to Staples and had them all reduced to



a 5 x 7 size. That cost about $ .10 each!Now I have a much more manageable size to paint, put in a

nice color mat, and be able to easily mail them to friends for gifts.If the large size scares you or

doesn't come out the way you want, try reducing the size. Watercolor is much simpler when you

start small.Liz

This book has solved my problem of painting the far-distance in landscape paintings. I have also

memorized the suggested colors used in several type trees. No more brown or gray trees for me.

This book contains easy to follow instructions on how to paint treesalong and grasses. I am very

pleased with this purchase.

I practiced trees for months and months...drawing the trees and watercoloring the trees...this book

showed up on 's listing and I knew it would help me weith my struggle. This is a definate asset to my

watercoloring.

Once again we have a great Ready to Paint book to help with learning watercolor. Geoff is a

wonderful artist and has given me knowledge of how to see things around me with the eye of an

artist. I am really slow at drawing and the patterns help me get to the fun painting part faster. Love

the step by step instructions that help me learn more about the world of watercolor.

This publisher usually put out a pretty good book. This is the worst one I have seen so far. I have

another book by the same author that is a lot better than this one. It is still a Google book for a

beginner
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